College Works Painting Reference Letter
George E. Edmonds & Judy A. Crum
327 Blackburn Court
Paso Robles, CA 93446
We are happy to write this letter of recommendation for Brandon Coursey,
who influenced us to employ College Works to paint the exterior trim of our
home, which due to the design of our house is not an easy job. We chose
College Works to paint our house because of the highly professional manner
in which Brandon answered all our questions and his complete and accurate
assessment of what we wanted done.
George E. Edmonds & Judy A. Crum
327 Blackburn Court
Paso Robles, CA 93446
07/20/07
To Whom It May Concern:
We are happy to write this letter of recommendation for Brandon Coursey,
who influenced us to employ College Works to paint the exterior trim of our
home, which due to the design of our house is not an easy job. We chose
College Works to paint our house because of the highly professional manner
in which Brandon answered all our questions and his complete and accurate
assessment of what we wanted done. We quickly gained total confidence in
Brandon and we were justified. Our home was painted to the high standard
we expected and to which Brandon had told us it would be done.
During the painting, a few tiles on our roof were broken due to a painter
having to walk across them. This was immediately revealed to us by
Brandon and arrangement were made for the tiles to be professionally
replaced by the roofing contractor of our choice at no expense to us. We
would never have known these tiles had been broken if it not been for the
integrity and honesty of Brandon and Kevin, the painter.
Brandon is an outstanding young man who has great ability to lead others by
his example. We have no hesitation in recommending Brandon and College
Works to those who are considering having their houses painted.
On a personal level, we feel Brandon is destined for huge success and when
he achieves it, we will proudly tell others that he painted our house!
Signed:
George E. Edmonds
Judy A. Crum

